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ABSTRACTS

Diversity and spatial patterns in plant and animal communities are well documented as a 

positive-power law of a taxa-area relationship (TAR). At present little is known whether this also 

applies to soil microbial communities and whether long-term fertilization has an influence on the 

underlying microbial diversity. To test the effects of  long-term fertilization on above-ground botanical 

diversity and below-ground microbial diversity, a nested sampling approach on Park Grass plots (12d 

& 11/2c) of Rothamsted Reseach in United Kingdom, both at ~ pH 5 but with plant diversities of 

between 42 and 13 respectively were used. GeoChip 3.0, covering approximately 57, 000 gene 

sequences of 292 gene families involved in nitrogen, carbon, sulfur and phosphorus cycling, metal 

reduction and resistance, and organic contaminant degradation, was used to determine the gene area 

relationships for both functional and phylogenetic groups and the relationship to plant diversity. Our 

analysis indicated that the microbial communities were separated by different plant diversity based on 

DCA. The soil microbial diversity was in accord with plant diversity. Soil microbial community 

exhibited different z value with different plant diversity, z = 0.0449 with higher plant diversity and z = 

0.0583 with lower plant diversity (P < 0.0001). These results suggest that the turnover in space of 

microorganisms may be higher with long-term fertilization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site Description and Sampling Park Grass experiment at Rothamsted Research, 

which is the oldest experiment on permanent grassland in the world, was initiated in 

1856 to investigate the continuing effects of inorganic fertilizers and organic manure 

on plant production and species diversity. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

SUMMARY

Significant difference of microbial functional and phylogenetic spatial turnover was observed between long-

term fertilized site and control site. z values for both plant and microbial communities were higher with 

long-term fertilization. These results suggest the turnover in space of microorganisms may be affected by 

human activities such as long-term fertilization.

z value of microbial functional and phylogenetic groups

z values were determined by fitting the linear regression equation (logS = logc +  zlogA), where S is species 

richness and A is area. The z values for individual functional and phylogenetic groups were estimated based on 

the individual functional gene sequences within each group. t and P values are from one-sample t tests on 

bootstrapping (9,999 times) for testing significance of z values.
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Figure 1. Sampling Pattern for Plots 11/2 C and 12D

Table 2. The slopes of taxa-area relationships for various functional and phylogenetic groups.

Single soil cores were taken at the four 

corners (as replicates) of the 5 nested 

squares at increased distances as shown in 

Figure 1 (10 cm2, 25 cm2, 1 m2, 2.5 m2, and 

5 m2) at the depth of 0 – 10 cm. One soil 

core was taken at the center of the area. 

Survey of spatial distribution of plant 

species in the same area at the same scale 

was taken. Plot 12D (nil plot) was of no 

fertilizer and organic manure and lime was 

applied since 1856. Plot 11/2C was fertilized 

with N (144 kg N as ammonium sulphate), P 

(35 kg P as triple superphosphate), K (225 

kg K as potassium sulphate), Na (15 kg Na 

as sodium sulphate), Mg (10 kg Mg as 

magnesium sulphate), Si (450 kg of sodium 

silicate), and limed to keep the pH at 5. 

The microbial community genomic DNA was extracted from 5 g of well-mixed soil 

samples from each individual core (Zhou et al., 1996), labeled and hybridized to 

GeoChip 3.0 (He, et al., 2010).  GeoChip 3.0 is a new generation of functional gene 

arrays with ~28 000 probes covering approximately 57 000 gene variants from 292 

functional gene families involved in carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfur cycles, 

energy metabolism, antibiotic resistance, metal resistance and organic contaminant 

degradation (Table 1). 

Table 1. The summary of probe on GeoChip3.0

Table 3. z value comparison between 

fertilized and control sites.

Significant TARs were observed for all functional and phylogentic groups of both fertilized site and control 

site, for all functional genes, z = 0.0449 in control site (12D) and z = 0.0583 (11/2C) in fertilized site (Table 2). 

Considerable variations in the z values were observed among 

different functional and phylogenetic groups.  The mean z value 

was 0.0522 (     0.0144) for different functional gene groups and 

0.0483 (     0.009) for phylogenetic groups in non-fertilized site  

(12D).  In comparison, the mean z value was 0.0624 (      0.0115) 

for different functional gene groups and 0.0571 (      0.007) in 

fertilized site (11/2C). 

To determine whether the estimated z values were significantly 

different between fertilized site and non-fertilized site, t test was 

used to compare the z values of all functional genes, functional 

groups and phylogenetic groups (Table 3). Our results revealed 

that the estimated z values of all functional genes were 

significantly different between 12D and 11/2C (P = 0.0001).  For 

different functional groups, z values were significantly different 

for most nitrogen cycling process, such as ammonification (P = 

0.0002), assimilatory nitrogen reduction  (P = 0.0001), 

nitrification (P = 0.0001), denitrification (P = 0.0001), nitrogen 

fixation (P = 0.0001), except dissimilatory nitrogen reduction (P

= 0.6479).  In the mean time, it seems fertilization had a 

significant effects on z values of other functional groups such as 

carbon degradation (P = 0.0053), carbon fixation (P = 0.0001), 

metal resistance (P = 0.0001), phosphorus cycling (P = 0.0001), 

sulfur cycling (P = 0.0001) and organic remediation (P = 0.0001). 

Also, z values were significantly different in all phylogenetic 

groups (P < 0.05) between non-fertilized site (12D) and fertilized 

site (11/2C).

z value comparison of  plants and microbial communities 

in fertilized and control sites

Long-term fertilization significantly decreased the microbial functional diversity (P = 0.002), as well as 

plant diversity (P < 0.0001) , which is in accordance with previous study.  To compare the effects of long-

term fertilization on both microbial and macrobial spatial patterns, the slopes of TARs were estimated by 

a linear regression with the log transformed gene and plant richness data (Figure 2 (A)(B)). Both 

microbial functional genes and plant exhibited higher z values with long-term fertilization.  

Figure 2. The taxa-area relationship of (A) all functional groups and (B) plants in 

both fertilized and non-fertilized sites

Figure 2. A comparison of z values of macrobial and microbial taxonomic groups.

The z value obtained in this study were compared with previously studies  to obtain a general insights on 

the spatial scaling of biodiversity across different organisms (Figure 3).  The z values for the plants 

(0.322     0.137) were consistent with previous studies. The turnover rate of microorganisms in space  

(0.0527      0.007) appears  to be much lower than those of other organisms. 


